We present the assessment of ex vivo mouse muscle tissue by quantitative parametric imaging of the near-infrared attenuation coefficient µ t using optical coherence tomography. The resulting values of the local total attenuation coefficient µ t (mean ± standard error) from necrotic lesions in the dystrophic skeletal muscle tissue of mdx mice are higher (9.6 ± 0.3 mm 1 ) than regions from the same tissue containing only necrotic myofibers (7.0 ± 0.6 mm 1 ), and significantly higher than values from intact myofibers, whether from an adjacent region of the same sample (4.8 ± 0.3 mm 1 ) or from healthy tissue of the wild-type C57 mouse (3.9 ± 0.2 mm 1 ) used as a control. Our results suggest that the attenuation coefficient could be used as a quantitative means to identify necrotic lesions and assess skeletal muscle tissue in mouse models of human Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
Abstract:
We present the assessment of ex vivo mouse muscle tissue by quantitative parametric imaging of the near-infrared attenuation coefficient µ t using optical coherence tomography. The resulting values of the local total attenuation coefficient µ t (mean ± standard error) from necrotic lesions in the dystrophic skeletal muscle tissue of mdx mice are higher (9.6 ± 0.3 mm 1 ) than regions from the same tissue containing only necrotic myofibers (7.0 ± 0.6 mm 1 ), and significantly higher than values from intact myofibers, whether from an adjacent region of the same sample (4.8 ± 0.3 mm 1 ) or from healthy tissue of the wild-type C57 mouse (3.9 ± 0.2 mm 1 ) used as a control. Our results suggest that the attenuation coefficient could be used as a quantitative means to identify necrotic lesions and assess skeletal muscle tissue in mouse models of human Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has shown promise for imaging skeletal muscle and identifying the morphology of healthy and pathological tissue associated with muscular dystrophy [1] [2] [3] [4] . Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most severe form of this family of diseases, characterized by the progressive degeneration of skeletal and cardiac muscle tissue that eventually results in death largely from respiratory or cardiac failure [5] . Mouse models are routinely used in pre-clinical studies aimed at understanding the cause and progression of the disease, and assessing the effectiveness of potential therapies [6] . We have previously investigated OCT imaging of skeletal muscle pathology from two mouse models: the whole-muscle autograft (WMA) surgical model of muscle damage and inflammation [2] ; and the X-chromosome-linked muscular dystrophy (mdx) mouse model of human DMD [3] . OCT is an imaging modality capable of acquiring three-dimensional (3D) scans of biological tissue with a resolution of 1 -20 µm at depths up to 1 ~2 mm [7, 8] . Our studies have found that regions of skeletal muscle that have a different tissue composition, associated with damage and pathology, have distinct OCT signatures. Healthy skeletal muscle displays a striation pattern due to the regular arrangement of intact myofibers. In contrast, en face OCT images from damaged and pathological muscle tissue generally exhibit low signal and low contrast between features, leading to the greater prominence of speckle within these regions. Areas of severe pathology in the dystrophic skeletal muscles of mdx mice are termed necrotic lesions and typically contain necrotic myofibers with fragmented sarcolemma (cell membrane) and sarcoplasm (cellular contents), infiltrating inflammatory cells, adipose tissue, and connective tissue [9] . In the WMA surgical model of muscle damage and inflammation [10, 11], we observed a similar OCT signature in areas of the graft muscle that had undergone an inflammatory response, including that the OCT reflectance signal was attenuated at a greater rate within the damaged and inflammation regions of the graft when compared to the adjacent healthy regions of the host tissue [2] , in part motivating the current study. Whilst OCT imaging has been able to show a difference between tissues of different composition, we would like to improve the extent of this differentiation and increase the contrast of tissue pathology associated with muscular dystrophy. Also, the ability to characterize a volume of tissue with an automated method is highly desirable and would enable large muscle samples to be assessed quickly. We have been developing such methods based on parametric OCT imaging of attenuation coefficients in lymph nodes [12, 13] and skin burns [14] , and birefringence in tendons [15] and muscle [16] . These quantitative techniques have the advantage that they are transferrable between samples, experiments and platforms. Here, we report the use of quantitative parametric OCT imaging of the attenuation coefficient of muscle.
Previous studies have shown that the attenuation coefficient measured with OCT can be used to identify and distinguish between different types of tissue for applications such as atherosclerotic plaques in arterial segments [17] [18] [19] [20] , lymph nodes involved with human breast cancer [12, 13] , and cancerous ovarian tissue [21, 22] . Whilst a number of studies have reported optical properties of skeletal muscle tissue, most of these have been measured in the visible to near-infrared wavelength range ~400 -1000 nm. To our knowledge, there have been no reports measuring the absolute attenuation µ t or scattering µ s coefficients around 1300 nm, none using OCT, and none focusing on dystrophic skeletal muscle associated with muscular dystrophy. We hypothesized that areas of skeletal muscle with different tissue composition, due to the pathology associated with muscular dystrophy, would have different optical properties.
In this paper, we report for the first time the attenuation coefficients measured with OCT at 1320 nm of skeletal mouse muscle pathology related to muscular dystrophy, from regions of tissue containing a predominance of one of four of the following: (i) & (ii) intact myofibers (either from (i) healthy control C57 mice or (ii) dystrophic mdx mice); (iii) necrotic myofibers (dystrophic mdx mice); and (iv) necrotic lesions (dystrophic mdx mice). Using a previously established method [13] , we obtain the total attenuation coefficients on a microscopic resolution scale from 3D-OCT data sets of healthy and dystrophic muscle tissue. We show quantitative parametric maps of µ t (x,y) that display better contrast and improve on OCT imaging for the identification of regions of pathology, namely necrotic lesions surrounded by intact myofibers, within the skeletal muscles of dystrophic mdx mice. We report the range of attenuation coefficients measured by OCT from specific tissue compositions, which were subsequently confirmed by correlation with co-located histology. Our results demonstrate the ability of 3D-OCT to measure the attenuation coefficient of skeletal muscle tissue and generate parametric maps that improve the identification and contrast of pathology associated with muscular dystrophy. Such methods could contribute towards improving pre-clinical studies of therapies for DMD.
Materials and methods

Optical coherence tomography imaging
The system and experimental protocol used to obtain 3D-OCT scans for generating images [3] and extracting the attenuation coefficients [13] has been previously described. Briefly, the custom-built time-domain OCT system (TD-OCT) uses a 14 mW light source operating at a center wavelength of 1320 nm with a 3 dB bandwidth of 154 nm, to give a measured axial resolution of ~8 µm in air. Axial scanning was achieved using a frequency-domain optical delay line (FD-ODL) in the reference arm, operating at 500 Hz over a range of 2.2 mm in air. The imaging beam illuminated the sample via an objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.07, giving a measured lateral resolution of ~11µm in air. 3D scan volumes measuring 3 × 6 × 2.2 mm (x, y, z) were obtained by lateral scanning of the beam via a galvanometer mirror (x-axis) and linear translation of the sample (y-axis). The resulting backscattered interference signal was detected using a dual-balanced photodetector, and bandpass filtered and logarithmically demodulated in hardware for envelope detection, before analog-to-digital conversion and data acquisition on a grid with spacings 3.4 µm × 5.9 µm × 2.1 µm (x, y, z). The measured sensitivity of the system was ~105 dB.
Ex vivo skeletal muscle samples were imaged from below through a glass window whilst immersed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (n PBS = 1.32), which prevented dehydration and achieved index matching between the glass and tissue. Samples were positioned such that the majority of the muscle's myofibers were aligned orthogonal to the optical axis and parallel to the en face (x-y) OCT image plane. The focus of the imaging beam was positioned 500 µm (in air) beyond the glass/air interface, equivalent to ~700 µm into the tissue, assuming a refractive index of n tissue ~1. 4 [23] .
The logarithmically demodulated OCT signal was displayed on a gray scale in which white represents the highest signal, and the contrast was adjusted to best identify the anatomical features of interest. Multiplanar reformatting was applied to the 3D-OCT scans using custom software to manually extract en face images (3 × 6 mm). Structural features of interest were used to optimally match, by inspection, the en face (x-y) OCT images to the histological sections at the same depth. All five mdx mice completed a horizontal treadmill running protocol at 12 m/min for 30 min, which increases mdx myofiber damage so that ~10 -15% of the total cross-sectional area of the muscle contains necrotic myofibers [24] . It is noted that areas of active recent necrosis (induced by exercise) occur in addition to the background pathology of muscles with ongoing endogenous cycles of focal necrosis and regeneration. Such mild exercise does not damage the normal myofibers of C57 mice and they were not subjected to treadmill running prior to sampling. Immediately following exercise, mdx mice received an intraperitoneal injection of sterile 1% Evans blue dye (EBD) (w/v) in PBS. Injection of EBD is a proven method for identifying myofibers with permeable (leaky or necrotic) membranes and identifying regions of muscle damage onset [6] . We have previously established EBD as a suitable in vivo marker for targeted 3D-OCT imaging of muscle with leaky or necrotic myofibers [3] . The EBD-positive degenerating myofibers can be macroscopically identified by their dark blue staining, and EBD does not change the local optical properties of the tissue or act as a contrast agent at 1320 nm [3] . Mdx mice were sampled twenty-four hours following EBD injection, whilst C57 mice were not injected with EBD and instead just killed and sampled. All mice (both mdx and C57) were anaesthetized with 2% v/v Isoflurane (Bomac, Australia), N 2 O and O 2 , and killed via cervical dislocation. Skeletal muscles from the hindlimb (tibialis anterior, gastrocnemus, quadriceps, gluteus) and forelimb (triceps) were removed and placed in PBS on ice for transportation and subsequent ex vivo 3D-OCT imaging. A total of 13 muscle samples from 8 mice (five mdx and three C57) were used in this study.
Mouse model, sampling and histology
Following 3D-OCT imaging, samples were frozen in isopentane (cooled in liquid nitrogen) for histological sectioning. Longitudinal serial sections (8 µm thick) were cut that were closely aligned parallel to the en face (x-y) plane of the 3D-OCT scans, and mounted on glass slides. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for light microscopy and digital imaging (ScanScope XT, Aperio Technologies Inc., Vista, California).
Extracting the attenuation coefficient
The details of the method for extracting the attenuation coefficient from biological tissue have been reported in a previous paper [13] . Here, we summarize the main points and highlight the differences compared with the previous method.
The square of the detected OCT photocurrent i 2 (z) is linearly proportional to the returning power fraction, or reflectance R s (z), of light from a tissue sample at depth z. In turn, the reflectance for a homogenous tissue can be modeled as a decaying exponential with depth, as described by the Beer-Lambert law, on the assumption that single scattering is the dominant scattering process [25] . Additionally, the reflectance is modulated by the confocal function of the focusing optics in the sample arm, F(z), and by coupling losses due to scanning of the FD-ODL in the reference arm, S(z). For a homogeneous, single-scattering sample, the OCT Ascan signal power as a function of depth can, therefore, be expressed as: 
] is the attenuation coefficient, and the factor of 2 in the exponent accounts for the double pass of light propagation in the tissue.
To extract the attenuation coefficient, we first corrected our ex vivo 3D scans for the confocal function F(z) and scanning losses S(z) in our TD-OCT system. To do this, we used a calibration scan R 0 (z) of a diffuse-scattering, homogeneous suspension of polystyrene microspheres in water, with known reference attenuation coefficient µ t0 , calculated using Mie theory as previously described [13] . 
For each data set, speckle noise and micro-scale tissue inhomogeneities were reduced using a moving window averaging function with a uniform kernel of 100 × 100 µm within the (x-y) plane. The attenuation coefficient µ t was calculated using a linear least-squares fit to the averaged OCT signal power over a specified axial range. The z-axis was scaled to correct for the difference between physical and optical path length, taking the group refractive index of skeletal muscle to be n muscle = 1.4 [23] . The processing parameters that gave the most consistent results for matching the corresponding en face OCT images and H&E-stained histological sections across all samples were empirically determined to be an axial range of 500 µm, beginning at 100 µm beyond the glass-window / tissue interface and extending into the sample to a depth of 600 µm. En face parametric maps of µ t (x,y) were generated for the axial range of z = [100 µm, 600 µm], with attenuation coefficients assigned to a color map ranging µ t = [0 mm
1
, 15 mm 1 ] and negative values (µ t < 0) masked white. Corresponding en face (x-y) OCT images were generated at the mid-point of the processing range z = 350 µm for structural comparison. H&E-stained histological sections, co-located and matched for depth with the en face (x-y) OCT images, are presented for all examples to identify the muscle morphology and features of interest in order to inform the parametric imaging.
Attenuation coefficients µ t were calculated from 3D-OCT data sets obtained from selected regions of the tissue samples from all 13 muscles acquired from 8 mice. Parametric maps of µ t for each lateral position were generated and the results qualitatively compared with colocated images of en face (x-y) OCT, H&E-stained histological sections and photographs of the sample. Quantitative comparisons are also made based on the distribution of µ t displayed in a histogram from selected regions-of-interest (ROIs).
Results
We first present results from separate samples of healthy and dystrophic skeletal muscle tissue, and then compare the results from each. Next, we compare the results obtained from two ROIs selected from within the same dystrophic muscle tissue sample, and show examples of this comparison from two mice. Finally, we summarize the results of the attenuation coefficients acquired from all samples, to demonstrate that µ t (x,y) can be used as a parameter to distinguish between skeletal muscle tissues of different composition.
Attenuation coefficients of healthy and dystrophic skeletal muscle tissue
We first show the results of healthy tissue in Fig. 1 , obtained from the tibialis anterior skeletal muscle from the hindlimb of a wild-type C57 mouse. The parametric map µ t (x,y) indicates that the majority of the muscle has low values of the attenuation coefficient ranging from ~2 -6 mm 1 [ Fig. 1(d) ]. These regions correspond to areas of intact myofibers in the H&E-stained section [ Fig. 1(b) ], which are clearly visible as elongated cells with their eosinophilic sarcoplasm stained pink, peripherally surrounded by nuclei stained dark purple by haematoxylin. Most myofibers are aligned parallel to the sectioning plane and appear as cylindrical cells cut longitudinally. In the matched en face OCT image [ Fig. 1(c) ], the corresponding regions display long hyper-scattering lines, forming the characteristic striation pattern indicative of intact myofibers in skeletal muscle tissue. These features are well aligned parallel to the plane shown, and their orientation matches the direction of myofibers seen in the H&E-stained section. Two image artifacts, present in this example and in subsequent results, were identified. These were high values of µ t at the edge of the sample (here in the range ~8 -14 mm 1 ), and negative values of µ t , whether at the edge or within the sample. These artifacts are associated with areas of the muscle sample that are not in direct contact with the glass-window, or with the presence of a layered structure (i.e., not homogeneous) in the sample. Based on this initial analysis, only lateral regions (x-y) of the sample (identified in the 3D-OCT data set) that (i) contain one tissue type over the fitting range, and (ii) were in direct contact with the imaging glass-window, had their calculated attenuation coefficients quantitatively compared with other regions. A region-of-interest (ROI) was selected for further examination and quantitative comparison, subsequently seen in Fig. 3 , and indicated in Fig. 1(b)-1(d) by the smaller square (1 × 1 mm). We have found that regions of intact myofibers from the muscle of normal mouse have relatively low attenuation coefficients in the range of µ t ~2 -6 mm 1 , and these areas displayed the characteristic OCT striation pattern of intact myofibers, as seen in our previous study. We next perform this analysis on dystrophic skeletal muscle tissue from the mdx mouse model of human DMD, in particular, examining the necrotic lesions associated with exercise-induced pathology. Figure 2 shows results for a dystrophic skeletal muscle containing a necrotic lesion, obtained from the triceps of a treadmill-exercised mdx mouse that had been injected with EBD post-exercise. The photograph [ Fig. 2(a) ] shows the dorsal surface of the muscle, with the large region of blue-staining indicating an accumulation of EBD within leaky myofibers. The presence of permeable myofibers gives strong support to the supposition of muscle damage and necrosis at this location, and we used the presence of accumulated EBD to guide the subsequent 3D-OCT imaging [ Fig. 2(c) ].
The parametric map for the dystrophic tissue contains attenuation coefficients of relatively higher values ~9 -12 mm 1 for much of the area [ Fig. 2(d) ]. In the corresponding areas of the histology [ Fig. 2(b) ], the tissue is observed to be no longer well organized into rows of elongated myofibers, but is damaged and displays a disordered ultrastructure. The majority of myofibers have become necrotic and are no longer intact, with fragmented sarcolemma and spilled sarcoplasm. The density of dark purple-staining nuclei is greater in the dystrophic skeletal muscle, due to the presence of many mononucleated cells. These are infiltrating inflammatory cells, recruited in an inflammatory response to phagocytoze the necrotic myofibers. In the matching areas of the en face (x-y) OCT image [ Fig. 2(c) ], we see a lower OCT signal and loss of the striation pattern. Conversely, two prominent areas have lower attenuation coefficients. These match the hyper-scattering striation regions seen at the bottom right of the OCT image, indicating intact myofibers, as confirmed by the corresponding H&E-stained section. Here, the intact (nonnecrotic) myofibers remaining in this sample can be seen as two strips of pink-staining areas located in the lower right of the section, separated by an area of densely populated, dark purple-staining nuclei of infiltrating inflammatory cells. The range of lower values of attenuation coefficients ~3 -6 mm 1 extracted from this area of intact myofibers of dystrophic muscle from the mdx mouse are similar to those results obtained from intact myofibers of the healthy muscle from the C57 mouse, shown in Fig. 1 . The feature in the bottom left corner of the parametric map with high attenuation coefficient ~13 -15 mm 1 is the connective tissue between the different heads of the triceps brachii muscle (long, lateral, medial), visible as a white structure running horizontally along the bottom of the photograph [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The high µ t value here is due to the sharp drop-off in the reflectance profile caused by the shadowing effect of this high-scattering feature, as seen in the en face OCT image [ Fig.  2(c) ]. The parametric map of attenuation coefficients improves the contrast between the two main areas of dystrophic skeletal muscle tissue with different compositions: regions of intact myofibers or necrotic lesions containing necrotic myofibers and inflammatory cells. These two tissue compositions are further analyzed and their attenuation coefficients quantitatively compared in the following section.
The two samples with different tissue compositions are compared in Fig. 3 : qualitatively, using the zoomed parametric maps of attenuation coefficients µ t (x,y) and images obtained from en face OCT, supported by the corresponding H&E-stained histology; and quantitatively, based on the distribution of µ t (x,y). Figure 3(b) shows the characteristic high-signal OCT striations, which are well aligned with the structurally intact individual myofibers (IM, white arrowheads) that are surrounded by dark purplestaining nuclei on their periphery (PN, thin white arrows) as shown in the corresponding H&E-stained section [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The OCT image [ Fig. 3(e) ] obtained from within a necrotic lesion of dystrophic muscle lacks this striation pattern and instead is featureless with prominent speckle. The corresponding histology [ Fig. 3(d) ] shows a distinctly different tissue composition that is composed mainly of necrotic myofibers (NM, black arrowheads) with fragmented sarcoplasm, densely surrounded by mononucleated inflammatory cells (IC, thick black arrows) with their dark purple-staining nuclei. To summarize, at this scale, the contrast between the two en face OCT images is low, whereas, that of the parametric images of µ t (x,y) is much higher.
The two regions are quantitatively compared in the histogram [ Fig. 3(g) ] that presents the distribution of attenuation coefficients for the selected 1 × 1 mm 2 ROIs from the two different tissue compositions. Each histogram contains typically ~46,000 values, corresponding to the number of reflectance profiles in the A-scans from each ROI, that have been grouped in bins of width ∆µ t = 0.5 mm 1 , normalized and their respective frequencies plotted as a bar chart. The ROI containing intact myofibers from healthy tissue, corresponding to the top row (a) -(c) (green outline), has a histogram (green) closely approximating the fitted normal distribution (dashed line) with values ranging from 1.5 -5.5 mm 1 , giving µ t = 3.4 ± 0.7 mm 1 (mean ± standard deviation). The ROI from within a necrotic lesion from dystrophic muscle tissue, corresponding to the middle row (d) -(f) (red outline), has a histogram (red) closely approximating the fitted normal distribution (dot-dashed line), but with a wider spread of values ranging from 6.5 -13.5 mm 1 , giving µ t = 10.0 ± 1.0 mm 1 (mean ± standard deviation). 
Comparison of different tissues within a dystrophic sample
The two different tissue compositions analyzed above, intact myofibers and a necrotic lesion obtained from different mice, have distinctly different attenuation coefficients. We now apply the same analysis technique to measure this optical property in regions of different tissue composition within the same pathological muscle sample, presented in two examples. This is to determine whether µ t (x,y) is a suitable parameter for identifying necrotic lesions and improving the contrast between different tissue compositions associated with pathology in the skeletal muscle tissue of dystrophic treadmill-exercised mdx mice. In this first example, we investigate and compare two ROIs from within the dystrophic triceps skeletal muscle of a treadmill-exercised mdx mouse: one containing mainly intact myofibers, and another from within a necrotic lesion.
The parametric maps of attenuation coefficients show a high degree of contrast between tissues of different composition. The whole sample [ Fig. 4(c) ] displays a background of low values ~1 -6 mm 1 strongly contrasted with two areas (black dashed outline) of relatively higher values ~8 -12 mm 1 . The areas of low µ t (black @, Fig. 4(c) ) match well with zones containing predominantly intact myofibers in the H&E-stained section (white asterisks, Fig.  4(a) ) and striation patterns (white @s, Fig. 4(b) ) in the OCT image. The larger, horizontal strip of high µ t (black hashtag, Fig. 4(c) ) matches well with a large necrotic lesion identified in the corresponding H&E-section (black asterisk, Fig. 4(a) ) and the disruption region in the en face OCT image (white hashtag, Fig. 4(b) ). A smaller area of high µ t (black hashtag, Fig.  4(c) ) also matches a corresponding necrotic lesion (black asterisk, Fig. 4(a) ) and disruption region (white hashtag, Fig. 4(b) ), although to a lesser degree. Whilst it is difficult to see the necrotic lesions based on their subtle OCT signature in the en face OCT images alone, their identification is strongly improved by qualitative inspection of the associated parametric map of attenuation coefficients.
The zoomed images [ Fig. 4 (d)-4(i)] further highlight the improvement in contrast offered by parametric maps of the attenuation coefficient µ t (x,y). Two ROIs of different tissue composition from within the same sample are chosen and compared (both 1 mm 2 and matched in dimensions). The first ROI (blue outline) is composed mainly of intact myofibers (IM, white arrowheads) with centrally located nuclei (CN, thin black arrows), which indicates they have undergone at least one cycle of necrosis and regeneration. Also present are mononucleated inflammatory cells (IC, thick black arrows) [ Fig. 4(d) ]. The second ROI (red outline) is within the larger necrotic lesion and is comprised primarily of disordered necrotic myofibers (NM, black arrowheads) with disintegrating sarcoplasm, surrounded by mononucleated inflammatory cells (thick black arrows) [ Fig. 4(g) ]. Here, the nuclei density is higher compared with the ROI containing mainly intact myofibers. Also visible are some regenerated intact myofibers (white arrowheads) readily identified by their centrally located nuclei (thin black arrow); and white, small globular appearing cells with no cytoplasmic staining, presumably adipocytes (AC, double-headed white arrow). Whilst the necrotic lesions can be identified by interactively viewing the 3D-OCT volumetric data set, the contrast between regions of intact myofibers and necrotic lesions is relatively low, as seen in the matching zoomed en face OCT images [ Fig. 4(e) and 4(h) , respectively]. The co-located parametric maps of µ t (x,y) [ Fig. 4 (f) and 4(i)] show a high level of contrast between the two ROIs of differing tissue composition, and improves the ability to identify necrotic lesions from surrounding intact myofibers.
The two ROIs are quantitatively compared in a histogram [ Fig. 4(j) ]. The region of intact myofibers, corresponding to the middle row (d) -(f) (blue outline), has a histogram (blue) closely approximating the fitted normal distribution (dashed line) with values ranging 0.5 -7.0 mm 1 , giving µ t = 3.7 ± 1.1 mm 1 (mean ± standard deviation). This is well separated from the ROI obtained from within the necrotic lesion, corresponding to the bottom row (g) -(i) (red outline), which has a histogram (red) reasonably approximating the fitted normal distribution (dot-dashed line) with values ranging 8.0 -11.5 mm 1 , giving µ t = 10.1 ± 0.7 mm 1 (mean ± standard deviation). The two distributions are well separated on the histogram. The two different tissue compositions can be distinguished based on the calculated attenuation coefficient values, as shown in the histogram [ Fig. 4(g) ] and also based on the large contrast between the corresponding parametric maps of µ t (x,y) [ Fig. 4(f) and 4(i) ]. Histogram of attenuation coefficients µt for intact myofibers (blue) versus a necrotic lesion (red) from within the dystrophic skeletal muscle tissue, with an associated normal distribution fitted using the mean ± standard deviation calculated from each chosen ROI.
In the next example [ Fig. 5 ], we present an additional different tissue composition found within the gluteus skeletal muscle of a treadmill-exercised dystrophic mdx mouse. The parametric map of µ t (x,y) [ Fig. 5(c)] shows contrast between the two halves of the sample (separated by black dashed line). The left side has a range of higher values of µ t ~5 -8 mm
1
(black ampersand) that matches well with the different tissue composition containing necrotic myofibers without inflammatory cells identified in the corresponding H&E-section (black hashtag, Fig. 5(a) ). The right side has a range of lower values of µ t ~2 -6 mm 1 (white @s, Fig. 5(c) ) that matches with an area containing predominantly intact myofibers (white asterisks, Fig. 5(a) ). Also seen within this half is a sub-region (dot-dashed line) of slightly higher µ t values (black @, Fig. 5(c) ) that is co-located with a vertically aligned necrotic lesion (black asterisk, Fig. 5(a) ). This distinction is not readily apparent in the co-located en face OCT [ Fig. 5(b) ], and mapping the attenuation coefficients has improved our ability to differentiate between the three different tissue compositions present in this one sample. , giving µ t = 4.1 ± 0.9 mm 1 (mean ± standard deviation). This distribution is offset from that obtained from the ROI containing necrotic myofibers without inflammatory cells, corresponding to the bottom row (g) -(i) (orange outline), which has a histogram (orange) closely approximating the fitted normal distribution (dot-dashed line) with values spanning a slightly higher range 4.5 -8.5 mm 1 , giving µ t = 6.4 ± 0.8 mm 1 (mean ± standard deviation). Whilst there is a degree of overlap between the values of µ t for each ROI, the two distributions are separated by ~2.5 mm 1 , which is sufficient to distinguish the different tissue compositions based on the attenuation coefficient.
Overall assessment of attenuation coefficient
A total of 28 non-overlapping 1 mm 2 ROIs from 13 muscles obtained from 8 mice were imaged and analyzed for the attenuation coefficient. The attenuation coefficient (mean ± standard error) of skeletal muscle tissue in regions containing intact myofibers from C57 mice muscles (n = 10), intact myofibers from mdx mice muscles (n = 10), necrotic myofibers from mdx mice muscles (n = 2), and necrotic lesions from mdx mice muscles (n = 6), was calculated from data from all available muscle samples [ Fig. 6 ]. Generally, regions containing intact myofibers have the lowest attenuation coefficient, whether from healthy C57 mice (3.9 ± 0.2 mm 1 ) or dystrophic mdx mice (4.8 ± 0.3 mm 1 ). Necrotic lesions give rise to the highest attenuation coefficient (9.6 ± 0.3 mm 1 ). Interestingly, areas containing necrotic myofibers with their fragmented membranes and spilled sarcoplasm, but lacking a high density of inflammatory cells, have an intermediate value (7.0 ± 0.6 mm 1 ). Application of Student's t-test showed that, for this data set, there is a significant difference in the mean attenuation coefficient between ROIs containing intact myofibers (either from C57 or mdx mice) versus those containing necrotic lesions (from mdx mice) at the 1% significance level (p < 0.01). Conversely, for the small amount of data available, there is no significant difference (p > 0.01) in the attenuation coefficient between intact myofibers from healthy C57 mice versus those from dystrophic mdx mice.
Discussion
In this paper, we have quantified the attenuation coefficient µ t of skeletal muscle tissue from healthy and, for the first time, dystrophic mice. We found that intact myofibers, whether from the healthy tissue of C57 mice or from the dystrophic tissue of mdx mice, had the lowest values of the attenuation coefficient (mean ± standard error): 3.9 ± 0.2 mm 1 and 4.8 ± 0.3 mm 1 , respectively. In contrast, necrotic lesions from the dystrophic tissue of mdx mice, containing necrotic myofibers and infiltrating inflammatory cells, had the highest attenuation coefficient: 9.6 ± 0.3 mm 1 . We also found that regions of dystrophic tissue of mdx mice in an intermediate state, containing fragmented necrotic myofibers but without the presence of infiltrating inflammatory cells, had an intermediate value of the attenuation coefficient: 7.0 ± 0.6 mm 1 . The measured attenuation coefficients should be system independent, as we have accounted for the modulation of the optical signal by the system confocal function of the focusing optics and coupling losses due to scanning. Fig. 6 . Attenuation coefficients µt (mean ± standard error) of intact myofibers from C57 mice muscles (n = 10), intact myofibers from mdx mice muscles (n = 10), necrotic myofibers from mdx mice muscles (n = 2), and necrotic lesions from mdx mice muscles (n = 6), calculated from all muscle samples.
We cannot make a direct comparison of our results with those in the literature, as no values of µ t measured at 1320 nm have been previously reported for skeletal muscle tissue. However, a number of papers show the wavelength dependence of the reduced scattering coefficient for mouse muscle, fitted to a power law relation of the form . Given the variation of tissue sources and their respective preparation, the dissimilarity in the extrapolated value for the scattering coefficient µ s at 1320 nm is not surprising and reflects the relative immaturity of the field of tissue optics, notwithstanding its apparent longevity. Since the values of the attenuation coefficient µ t (3.9 ± 0.2; 4.8 ± 0.3; 7.0 ± 0.6; and 9.6 ± 0.3 mm
1
) from the muscle tissue compositions identified in this paper lie within the range of values of the scattering coefficient µ s indirectly obtained from various samples of muscle tissue referenced in the literature, we are able to conclude from this comparison only that our results appear to be reasonable.
We expect the attenuation coefficient of necrotic lesions with infiltrating mononucleated inflammatory cells (9.6 ± 0.3 mm 1 ) to be higher than regions of intact (non-necrotic) myofibers, whether these are healthy myofibers (with peripheral nuclei) of C57 mice or regenerated myofibers (with central nuclei) of dystrophic mdx mice (3.9 ± 0.2 mm 1 and 4.8 ± 0.3 mm 1 , respectively). Necrotic lesions show an increased cell and organelle density, particularly the nuclei of infiltrating inflammatory cells, which contributes to increased scattering. Our results are consistent with those seen in samples of human lymph node associated with breast cancer, in which necrotic tissue had an attenuation coefficient of µ t = ~13.4 ± 0.4 mm 1 (measured using OCT at 1320 nm) that was consistently higher than normal, non-fibrous tissue that ranged from µ t = 4.5 -11.5 mm 1 . In this case, increased scattering was attributed to an increase in cell and organelle density as a result of the presence of metastatic deposits [22] . Similarly, human arteries with atherosclerotic plaques have shown higher attenuation coefficients for areas containing a necrotic core µ t > 10 mm 1 or macrophage infiltration µ t > 12 mm 1 , compared with healthy vessel wall µ t = 2 -5 mm
(measured using OCT at 1310 nm) [20] . An explanation for the increased attenuation coefficient µ t in necrotic lesions compared to regions of intact myofibers is an increase in the nuclei density. This can be clearly seen by comparing Fig. 3(d) and 3(a) , respectively, and also Fig. 4(g) and 4(d) , respectively. Cell nuclei contribute to high refractive index variations in tissue and are therefore a significant source of backscattering [33] . Thus, as the nuclei-to-cytoplasm ratio increases, as is the case for necrotic lesions with an abundance of infiltrating inflammatory cells, backscattering of the incident beam increases, leading to higher extinction and an associated increase in the attenuation coefficient.
A natural extension to this study is to increase the total number of samples of each tissue composition to accurately determine sensitivity and specificity of the identification of tissue type. In addition, in vivo measurements could be performed using miniature probes incorporated into needles to increase access to deep tissues [34] [35] [36] . The data acquisition rate would be improved by using a spectral-domain OCT system with greater scan speeds, which would be necessary for in vivo measurements. The analysis to extract µ t from the large 3D data sets could be made more efficient by implementing the processing as a parallel algorithm, and determination of the spatially localized attenuation coefficient using depthresolved analysis methods [37] could also aid in the 3D identification of necrotic lesions.
Conclusion
This paper presents quantitative parametric maps of the attenuation coefficient µ t of ex vivo samples of healthy and dystrophic skeletal muscle tissue from a mouse model of muscular dystrophy. We applied this method to regions of muscle samples containing predominantly intact myofibers or necrotic myofibers with inflammatory cells, and found that the attenuation coefficient increases with increasing pathology. En face parametric maps of µ t (x,y) were shown to improve the contrast of different tissue compositions, to aid in identification of necrotic lesions and to quantitatively assess the muscle. This analysis is based on quantification of intrinsic tissue attenuation, and is transferable between samples, experiments and systems. This technique improves on the contrast available in 3D OCT imaging of skeletal muscle and is a step towards in vivo assessment with OCT of mouse models of muscular dystrophy.
